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Introduction:

During the January 802.11 meeting I presented a pape~ co~~aininq
proposed working definitions for various portions of a wlreless
network architecture. Other papers were pre s ented which used-=:::
different terms for similar concepts. The differing mapping of
terms and concepts contributed to increased confusion during
several discussions.
As a result, I volunteered (or was volunteered, I am still not
sure of the dynamics of what happened ... ) to write a paper to
establish a common vocabulary, so that we might communicate more
effec-c~7ely.
During the course of the week, :i: noticed t!:at ,:ne
expected scope of my paper tended to grow.
Several people offerGd to send me vocabulary documents from their
firms. Fortu::7.ately, (or alas, depending on your viewpoint) none
of those a=rived in my mail. I I ve had a very busy couple of
months and probably couldn't have processed the additional
informa~io~ anyway .
I
c.ecicied to concentrate on sorting out the various concepts
discussed during the January meeting, attemp~ to place them into
perspective, and see i: some modified working definitions could
be derived which would accommodate all (or a~ least most) of the
various ideas. I have approached the task with my engineering hat
on - looking for a set of useful working definitions to build
upon.

This paper represents my humble at-cemp-c at this task.
Wi thin t!1is paper s averal phrases are common. I
liberty
of
using
abbreviations
for
these
abbreviations used are:

have taken the
phrases.
The

BSA:
AP:
APC;
DSM:

Basic Service Area
Access Poin-c
Access Point Coverage
Distribution System Media
os: Distribution System
ESA: Extended Service Area
NOS: Network Operati~g Systa~

The BSA Controversy:
Of the definitions I presented in January, most were straight
forward and did not generate great deals of controversy, with one
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very no-cable exception. The definition for BSA stirred up more
conversation that I anticipated.
_
~~~~,~-- --

During the discussions,

I noted -that

se~eral. d:!.ff.~;C:~

were being - pushed. The proponents of the c'o Iicepts'S3:: . 43!an€i<f"-~~·~
their °liews adopted as defined capabilities of a .:~_~
",-~~~:;:' ''''' :,,:::
-.---- ~-- ~- ,. -

.~ ~·~.t~~~;~~ 7-=~

' 0_

I have attempted to identify the various concepts w~A~!l.. : 'w_ere
discussed
in
January.
There
are
fairly .."", large :;:~em.oti6nal
attachments to the phrase "Basic Service Area" -(BS1r).
-·7fZj.;:;::·::>~';-::·
- -- - -"-.-... ::;._... - ...:..-- -It would be productive for us to divorce ourselves from the
preconceived ideas we have when hearing the term BSA. To avoid
the emo-cional trap of the BSA label, I have avoided it's
attachment to any particular model through most of this paper. If
.:.t hel:;:s, use -che term "duck" (or any other you like) instead of
aSA when thinking about architectures.
To make progress we need to concentrate on ideas over
of ideas.

t~e

names

I have assumed that the reader was present during the January
mee-cing. I give enough of the concepts to identify them, but I
make no attempt to recount the discussions which occurred during
the January meeting.
For those readers who may have only recently become involved in
802.1l, Helcome. Hang in here with us, the picture gets clearer
with t:':-.e ..
Conc e:f:r~s :
First : Hant to summarize the various concepts
while d~scussing the definition of BSA ,

I

have iden-cified

The Hub or Head End:

(I use "!-!ub" to refer to both, it's shorter ... )
One

of

the

areas

of

controversy

results

from

a

mixture

of

assump~:.ons.

Some f:lks believe that a wireless network can only operate
correc-cly (in their view) if the network is controlled by a
central point (to coordinate who can talk when, etc.). This is
primarily a software protocol/state machine issue.
Some t~ink that this coordination is best accomplished by having
control logic reside in a central piece of hardware. These folks
favor "Copologies which include a physical "Hub" of some type.
This gr~up is motivated by an attraction to protocols which take
a deter=.~nistic, time slotted approach to network access.
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To this group, a BSA must include a "Hub" (otherwise ·the network
wouldn' t work).
. ..... . '" - .... 00"_ _ _ __ . ~

.-':',: : _:'-.~ ..,.~ . _~ =.?-:~~~:~.:. .: u_ ----=.. .

.

There are two concepts here:

'."":'~!?+:----

. -:- ..

•.~-.--- .

1) The desire for a time slotted access protocol.
..

2) The required presence of a physical Hub for two stations to
communicate.
The logical protocol service (percieved as a required part of the
network) is a "traffic cop" function. The assumption is that this
requires a piece of hardware, often called a Hub.
There is no reason that the "traffic cop" function could not be
by one station or more stations within a BSA network.

perfor~ed

The issue is dependent on t!1e access protocol chosen. If the
protocol chosen requires only one controller, stations could
arbitrate among themselves to decide which ~ne becomes the
"traffic cop"
The Ad Hoc /

transient network model :

Another gro~p of people believe t~at an important usage pattern
is the II]>..d Hoc" network. These people want to be able to arrive
somewhere (maybe an IEEE meeting?) with their portable computer
and be able to communicate with any other station containing an
802 . 11 LAN adaptor.
To these folks t!1e requiremen~ for a third piece of hardware (a
Hub) is unacceptable. They are concerned over who will ~ring the
Hub to the meeting. They pOint out that the requirement to carry
a Hub around in case you encoun~er another Wireless LAN capable
compu~er us er
is inconvenient and imprac~icable. They are also
unwilling to ha',e their ability to communicate depend on the
presence of an infrastructure wherever they are.
BSA

VS.

ESA approaches:

One group of people think of BSA as meaning "a single c ell of
coverage". They further think of a single cell . of coverage as the
basic building block which is used to make an ESA network. Put
several BSAs ~ogether and you have an ESA ...
There is a certain attractive simplicity to this approach. It
fits naturally r..;ith those who believe that a Hub is necessary.
Some think of an Access Point as identical to a Hub.
As our work progresses we may be able to achieve implementation
advantages by combining similar logical concepts. It is unwise to
make this leap during the definition stage of our work. We will
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be better able to evaluate alternatives (on their merits) if we
keep different concepts logically separated.
._".-- .-..
. _=::...:i;;~~~··:ii~;;:d::··'-:-:--~~ -. ~ -.. --

The

questio~s

mixed together are:

1) What do we
communicate?

call

the . area

2)
What do we call a
multicellular system?
3)

cell

of

within
coverage

which

is . PB:~t

of

a

What object generates / anchors / creates a cell?

Some people think that II Hub" and IIAccess Point ll are different
terms for identical objects. Others think that a Hub and Access
Point perform different functions.
The difference in viewpoint was not always recognized by the
various groups during discussion. This difference showed up
par~~cularly when discussing different network usage models.
Mixed modes of communication:

Another source of architectural
confusion comes
from
the
intermixing of assumptions regarding communication paths. I heard
at least four different assumptions being used at various times.
Consider the path a message travels which
originate from station A and get to station B;

is

intended

to

Case 1:
From A directly to B.
Case 2:
From A to Hub,

t~en

to B .

Case 3:
From A directly to B, with a Hub
B will listen.

con~rolling

when A will talk and

Case 4:
From A to an AP, and then to B.
Case 5:
From A to an AP, thru a Distribution System, to another AP, then
to B.
I also heard combinations discussed where the message went direct
from A to B when pOSSible, but used a Hub or AP when the direct
path wasn't possible (I never did hear how the system decides if
the direct path is possible or not).
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All of these cases are results of different assumptions about
network operation. There was also a tendency to confuse BSA and
" ESA type networks.
,. ,
-..-t,::..'::,::. , :,~-~";:, ,=_.n ~~~
"_
~~-:'i-':r;'~';~}'~'. ":~'';;~
Repeater operation:
...... ::
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Some people wanted- t 'o use repeaters as a way to g.et range _"
extension. For these folks a message path might be from A, via C I ~
to B. They further think that this is a function which should be "
part of the definition of BSA.

c ..

The logic is that because only station adaptors are being used,
there is no Distribution System present. Therefore, a set of
stations acting as repeaters must be a BSA network.
This
approach assumes
physical and logical
functions
are
identical. In defining an architecture, we need to be aware that
not all logical functions are physically packaged separately.
Repeaters
logically cons~itute a Distribution System;
they
provide range extension by using a wireless Distribution System
Media. The DS just ~appens \:0 be implemented in a distributed
fashion, in the same packaging as the station adaptors.
Network Usage Models:

I heard thre6 network usage
meeting. They were:

~odels

discussed during the January

1) Ad Hoc network, transitory in time and space.
The proponen~s of this model are interested in portable computing
and the ability to link machir.es toge~her on the spur of the
moment.
They are opposed to the requirement for a ~hird piece of hardware
to enable two stations to communicate. The objections were to the
physically separate component, not to the time slotted protocols.
The melding of the two concepts generated opposition to the time
slotted protocols that may not have been intended.
As pointed out previously, the logical ~traffic cop" portion of
the issue can
be separated from the physical implementation
issue. Either a deterministic, slotted protocol or a statistical
protocol could be used to implement this usage model.
2) Single cell, fixed geographical location.
This usage model was generally described as a single cell of
coverage centered about a traditional network server. Since most
network servers are hard to move, the coverage area tends to be
in a fixed location.
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The model derives naturally from the software architectures of
current centralized network operating systems (ex: Novell). There
was some controversy as to wether this was · a ~SA .;;.:;n~.~!i.9f"k ~or . a .~.: "
degenerate ESA network of only one cell.
:. . _., ,.~g:-:::. E'::~:; :_::-.:..·.:-'
.:... ..:.--7... _ _.~~ =~~~.;.:r!· ,,-;~~'~.!.s~
. . ---- - - .. .- ". '- ' The proponents of this model point out that to ~~~ke . ~pmmercially
viable products, they need to be able to supp·6rt·th1i:r·~ situation
(since Novell currently has the largest NOS marke-t sha-re1 -:1:"'·- --- --:~ ~

... ::. : -:: :': ~... .:.:--.:..

.....

A wireles s LAN adaptor inside a server can be ' vie~ea as a:- peer
station adaptor, a logical and / or physical Hub, or a ~epeater.
The soft·..;are protocol used is independent of -this mode"!.
':'!1e :: 3. --:egcr:.za L:~on (BSA vs ESA) of this model is not as important
3.S --:~9 s~ppor--: fer operation with current NOSs.
3:;

Mult:. cell, overlapping coverage area, ESA network.

This !.lsage model ·..;as the most easily accepted by all. t-1embers
seem tc a·;ree that to get arbitrary geographical coverage, we
will need some type of Distribution System in addition to the
staL:ion adapL:ors.
MOSL:
comrni~tee
members
think of a
OS
as
a
set of APs
interconnected together with wire. The intelligence of the OS can
be either distributed or centralized. Our working definitions
should also be flexible enough to include DSa that utilize wired
or wireless media for their interconnections.
Controversy arose because of the use of terms by different people
for differe~t concepts. We need to separate the logical concepts
of
ESA
cells
and
ESA
cells.
If
they
converge
during
implemenL:aL:ion, fine, but L:here are conceptual differences.
Our termi~clogy should nOL: inviL:E us to fall prey to ignoring the
differences. It is imporL:ant to realize that the PAR puts forward
two ~ifferent types of networks: the BSA and the ESA. In all our
discussions we should remain aware of which one is being
discussed.
Some Analysis:
Many differing viewpoints were expressed. Part of the committee's
task
is
to
create
a
solution(s)
which
accommodates
the
requirements of the committee members. The first step is to
create working definitions which will accommodate various product
desires.
Let's see if we can untangle this situation some ...
Two terms in the PAR require additional definitioni BSA and ESA.
The PAR states:
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1) OS:"
a distribution system designed to provide
extensibility will be def:":1ed as part of this standard. 1I

range

2) BSA: " ... in which each station can communicate with any other
station in the BSA.II
3) ESA: " ... in which each station can communicate with any other
station via the defined and managed Distribution System."

In a BSA stations communicate
phrase this is:
BSA

=

Station Set

+

wi th other stations.

X

What is X in this equatio~?
stations required or desired?

Are

In an ESA stations commu .."lica=:e
equation for this is:
ESA

~

Station Set

+

One way to

any

'N.1.:''::

~ompcnents

stations

v~a

othe=

aDS.

t~a~

T:-'e

OS

Consider the following logic:
A BSA and ESA ne~work are not identical. The PAR states
ESA network has a DS and a BSA network does no~.
Thereforei X not

=

th~t

a

OS.

Let's investigate further into what X may be.
Let's consider ~he most elemen~al wireless net~Nork situaticn. One
station alo~e is a very uninteresting network. Few (if any of us)
would se~tle for ~"NO stations as an upper l.imit. "let, two
sta tions
is
~~e
network
for
:7tin:':num
requirement
obvious
communicaticn.
A minimal network must enable two

s~ations

to communicate.

Applying the time honored KISS principal says that the simplest
way for two stations to communicate is directly. The addition of
any other component increases complexity.
The controversy in January was over ~he requirement for "direct"
communication between statio~s.
There were three objections
raised.
Let's examine the obJections:
Problem 1:
How would ~his apply to an £S;'_ netT,..;ork since
accepted the concept of an Access Poin~?
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The concer~ ~5 that if messages pass from station A, thru one or
two APs,
and then to station 8, the requirement for direct
communication from A to 8 is violated.
This perception is a result of
functions of BSA and ESA cells.
The "direc-c"

the

intermixing cof - th-e "':"]focjical

-

language was used only for the 8SA definition .

We already know (from the PAR) that additional infras~~uctur~ is
required for an ESA n.e-cT,olork ( i. e . the OS). Stations are not
required to communicaL:a direct2.~' '..,hen operating wi thin an ESA. In
~act L:~e PA~ says ~~ey c=~munica~a 7ia the OS .
..... a gSA n a\:'Wor k ~:1 ers 1.. 5 no OS
pres en~ec. .. :t L:he " ,i :.recL: " ',.;ording .
Problem 2:
The
;'airec'C"
arcn:.tect-..;.rs .

and

t::erefcre

:l0

ilse

::isallow

-::onflict

of

-.:::

a

The firsL: s'..:.=-issile is L:~.=;.t a "tr.=.::i::: cop" function is perceivea
as necessary to networ~ operatl~n.
The coordina-cion of whe~
sta tior... tr.=;.:'::': ic is gener.=;. ted does not i..!TIply that the traff ie
passes t~=c~qh a Hub.
As pointed Oilt earlier, ~he oossi~:e adoption of a protocol which
requ~res
f~nct:cn,
aoes
:lot necessitate
a
"traffic
cop"
- ,
dedicated ~::'ysical Hub ::lcc.~~e.
fact the requirement for a
dedica~ed
is strongly objec-ced to by
compone:lt for a
many.
The secone s~b-issue :.s t::'aL:
through a H~b or Access ?oiut.

sc~e

Nant

all

traffic

to

pass

It is impcr~.=;.nt :lot to ccn:':use H'..:.~ and AP. An A? is par'C of a OS,
'..,hicr. cnl ::~ ~xisL:.5 as part of .=;.:: =:3A ::et'tV'crk. T~e argumeuL: does
not ap~l~ ~~ 3SA ne~works.
If traff~c
always passes through a
providing a range extension func~ion.

Hub,

the

Hub

i.5

likely

Range extenslon is the defined p~=pose of a OS and is part of an
ESA network. It is contrad:.ctory to have a Hub as part of a BSA
for purposes of range e:<:~ensio:l. Again the argument: does not:
apply to a 3SA net:'Work .
If the Hub 1...5 not proviai::g range extension, the presence of a
physical Hub is of no posi~:7e be::efit to the architecture (since
it's traffic cop function ~~es ::Ot rea~ire an additional physical
compone:1~ ) .
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The logical conclusLCn ~5 that a BSA does not contain a physical
Hub component (thougtl. a BSA network may contain the "traffic cop"
functionality) . '
Problem 3:
The desire to - allow -stations
extended range.

to

......
a .......

as

repeaters

to

achieve

'rhe entire purpose ~f using statioZls as repeaters is to provide
range extension. Th~ ~3 a type of as. It's presence changes the
scope of the conversa ~:, ·.:n £=om a BSA :le'C",york to an
ESA network.
!t is not an argumen~ ',.;hich a'O"02.~es ':0 a BSA network.
Conc:"J.sion:
The conclusion is t:ba'C X is, in fae~ , Null. This says that a BSA
network is a collec~i~n of Stations . Wi'Ch only s'Cations in a BSA,
the cn~y way they C~:l communicate __ direc'C2.y, £~om station to
jt:a~:'O:l.
Ou: ~we equa~:.cn have new jeceme:
BSA
ESA

=
=

Station
Station

Jifferen'C S6'CS of

Se~.
Se~

• uS .

st~t:.ons

are

di=feren~

physical networks.

same physical
Nete t:.at :3SA and ESA networks may eec:.:.:::{
space. Within a roo~ serne people may be usi=; a DS to access an
infrastructure at the same ~ime 'C~a'C ~~o o'Cher people use an ]l.d
Hoc 3SA to exchange ~=format~on.
All the usage models
January can be met ty
'Horking c.ef ini tions. :

and
~~a

functic~a:ity

a~op'Cio=

cesires
=f a small set

expressed in
appropriate

c~

through
a.ssump'C:'::'il3 anc emo'Cio:1.;:.l CO:ltent of
:anuary's discussion~, ~e see 'Cha'C, given 'Che context of a BSA
network, the objections 'Co t:-.e ·. .·orc. "c.~rect:" are misplaced.
Because of the emotional a'Ctachmen'C to the term BSA, I hesitate
to attempt a definition. However, we are obligated by our PAR to
provide further definition for a BSA.
Please set any emotional perceptions asic.e (as I gran the BSA
tiger by the tail) and consider the follo''';ing set of working
definitions.
The proposed set prov~ces the minimal ~ecessary
definitions of the components of ES~ and ESA networks.
After a areat deal or discussion, _ belie'le that the offered
defini-cions really do satisfy all ~~e func'Cional requirements
presented by 802 . 11 members ~n ~a~:.:.a=~
Several people pointed GU~ that a wlreless ne~work is inherently
'ChreE dimens ional in !"'.a ture . I have modi! ~ ec. t:he def in,j. tions to
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languaga that oriented toward three dimensional
leads ~O. the use of "volume" in place of "area".

thinking.

The PAR refers to areas. For consistency I have left the terms
SSA and ESA as is (instead of BSV and ESV). Whi:~e not as
~~chnically correct,
i t is probably more descriptive to ~ initial
=~ade=s :: ~~e s~andard,

-.; = .::":' =..:.
~

~

:: -

~==ceee~~;

~~

the

mos~

elemental wireless network:

_ ; 3as~= Ser7~ce Area):
Ser-::'ce ?-.rea ( 3SA) is tha-.: volume <";l.thir.. whict ea,:::
:~~
d.irac 1:2.::- c c:mmunica t:e with any ot:her s~a 1:io... "";:'1:::'~::

~e ~~=~=~ ~ =

Sa.sic
s-:::a -:::~;:;::
-:;~;.e BSA.

A

Definition J (Access Foi=t) .:
..
Access ~oi::~ (.'\:) is t::-:.a term '...lsed for a fixed rac.iat:l.on point:
provid.ed ~7 a. Dist:ributior.. Syst:em.
Defini=~c~ ~ (Access Pci~= Coveraqe area):
An Access :=i::~ Coverage area (APe) is tha1: vol~~e ~l.t:::l.~
stat:icn ca.:: dirac-:::ly cc:~~un:'cate wit:h the Access Pci::~.

Defini=icn 5 (Dis=:ibu=icn _ Sysre~ Media):
The 8istr~~ut~c:: Syst:am Media (DSM) loS
Dist:r~~ut:ic:: System to in:arcon::ect access

t:~e

med1.a

used

oy

a

pc~:::s.

Definition 6 (Distributicn System): .
A Distribution System (JS) is defined to be 't:~a t: system ;.;hic::
links a set of Access Points together, in such a way 1:ha1:
stations within APes, can communicate.
I

Definition 7 (Extended Service Area):
An Extended Service Area (ESA) is the sum of
a Distribution System ' s Access Points.
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